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LANGUE VIVANTE II
ANSWER KEY
I – READING COMPREHENSION (8 marks)
A- Vocabulary in context

(0.5 x 4 = 2 marks)

1. While
2. Deadly
3. Trendy ; Fashionable
B- Find in the text 3 diseases associated with smoking:

(0.5 x 3 = 1,5 marks)

Diseases
chronic bronchitis
heart disease
lung cancer

4. Smoking

C- Is this statement TRUE or FALSE? Justify your choice by quoting a specific passage from the text
(1x1=1mark)
5. Not all the costs of smoking can be financially calculated: TRUE
Justification: one more cost of destruction from smoking is not possible to calculate in terms of money. That cost
is emotional
D. Complete the table with the right information from the text
6. Substances
Carbone monoxide

(0.5 x 5= 2.5 marks)

7. Effects
• hurts the blood’s ability to carry oxygen.
• It can cause disease of the blood pathways called arteries.

•

Tar

nicotine

lung cancer
• stimulates your heart and nerves.
Makes you feel good in a few minutes
• makes you want to smoke

………………………... = …………………………
E- What do the following words or phrases refer to?
8. the problem (l.3): smoking
9. this chemical (l. 14): carbon monoxide
II- COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

(0.5 x 2= 1mark)

(06marks)

F. After consulting Modu, a heavy smoker, the doctor tells him about the dangers of cigarette smoking.
Complete the passage meaningfully with the right forms of these words
(0. 5x4=2 marks)
Beware! Cigarette smoking is bad. It is very (10) DANGEROUS for your health, because when you smoke many
cigarettes a day, it will (11) HURT/DESTROY your lungs. Cigarette smoking causes a lot of diseases; and it can even
be responsible for your (12) DEATH. So, I suggest you should stop smoking if you don’t want to (13 ) DESTROY
your life.
…/… 2
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G. Reorder the following elements to prepare a questionnaire on cigarette smoking. The first has been done as
an example.
(0.5 x 4 = 2 marks)
. 14- you/ been/ have/ smoking/How long?
Good order: How long have you been smoking?
15- do/smoke/How many/you/cigarettes/a day?
Good order: How many cigarettes do you smoke a day?
16- Cigarette smoking / you / heard that / Haven’t / dangerous / is?
Good order: Haven’t you heard that cigarette smoking is dangerous?
17- solutions / do / What / you suggest / cigarette smoking / to fight against?
Good order: What solutions do you suggest to fight against cigarette smoking?
H. Ali, your best friend, is a heavy smoker. Use the following prompts to give him advice.
(1x2 = 2 marks)
. 18- You had
. 19- If I were you

III- WRITING

Sentences must be correct and express advice

(06 marks)

Understanding of topic: 01 mark, relevance of ideas: 01 mark, clarity of ideals: .01 mark, coherence: 01 mark,
originality of ideas: 01 mark, accuracy: 01 mark.

